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 Enterprise Agile Planning
Enterprise Agile Planning solution provides a scalable enterprise-level Lean Portfolio Management, Agile Program Management and Agile delivery platform that supports organizations from strategy to delivery, no matter where they are on their transformation journey. Plan and fund both Lean-Agile and traditional portfolios in a single platform for strategically aligned, outcome driven plans. Enterprise Agile Planning solution empowers organizations to deliver the value that matters most while transforming on their terms and timeline.

 The Missing Puzzle Piece: How to Connect Planning to Delivery
 January 31, 2024This blog post examines how to efficiently turn strategies into actions, highlighting Value Stream Management (VSM) as a critical method to streamline work from conception to delivery, ensuring strategies get executed effectively.

 How to Use OKRs and Roadmaps for Alignment and Goal Attainment
 March 28, 2023Discover how to use OKRs and roadmaps together to execute on strategy. Although these two tools can have a beautifully synergistic relationship, many organizations use them independently. Using OKRs and roadmaps together can help your enterprise unlock new levels of alignment, visibility, and success – connecting the what and why to the how and when....

 3 Strategies for Starting Your Lean Portfolio Management Journey
 December 14, 2022There are a number of benefits that come from following Lean Portfolio Management principles in your organization. That’s why over the last decade, it has become common for organizations to undertake Agile transformation initiatives to improve value delivery. Many of these organizations focused on transforming traditionally siloed teams into dedicated, cross-functional teams that leverage fast...

 New in Planview Viz®: Time-to-Market Insights
 November 17, 2022It’s a fine line … the balance between having enough data and having the right data. For IT and business leaders who are inundated with data from disparate teams and systems, it can be a challenge to understand how—or even whether—the information in front of them truly impacts their business goals. That’s why we built...

 3 Things Organizations Can Do to Create an Ethos of Transformation
 August 22, 2022There’s no question that the last few years have had a tumultuous effect on businesses worldwide. Economic stimulus efforts, a global pandemic, global tensions and geopolitical issues, societal unrest – all of those events have altered how organizations bring their products, goods, and services to market. Many companies have responded to this era of intense...
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About Planview Blog
The Planview Blog is your community for discovery and support in the changing world of work. You’ll find insights from subject
 matter experts in the areas of strategic planning, Lean and Agile delivery, project portfolio management, resource management, product portfolio management, enterprise architecture, innovation management, and project collaboration. Discover primary
 research, trends, and best practices for improving everything from strategy to delivery within your organization.
Learn more about the Planview Blog
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 7 Ways to Ensure Success When Shifting from Project to Product-Based Software Delivery 
 August 18, 2022 “The software delivery efficiency of [enterprise IT organizations] is abysmal when compared to that of digital startups or the tech giants” – Dr. Mik Kersten, Project to Product  In an age where new software companies are popping up left, right, and center, traditional enterprises are ill-equipped to compete with these fast-paced digital natives. Most are...

 The Four Types of Integration for Software Delivery: Pros and Cons 
 August 12, 2022If you’re looking to improve efficiency in your software delivery organization, a good first step is to integrate your toolchain and automate workflows.   The software delivery life cycle is complex and involves many specialists who each require specialized tools. Integration allows information to flow seamlessly from tool to tool, knitting your software delivery toolchain into...

 The Digital Transformation in Banking Case Study Roundup
 July 22, 2022As the world grows more and more digital, customers across every industry are expecting digital-first, timely assistance and support. As shown in this digital transformation in banking case study roundup, all businesses — including banks — have been forced to change and evolve with the times. Digital transformation isn’t so much optional as it is...

 Story Points and Flow Metrics: What’s the Difference?
 June 28, 2022Ron Jeffries, who helped coin the concept of story points back in the 2000s, said recently that he “deplore[s] their misuse.” In the early days of story points, developers “really only used the points to decide how much work to take into an iteration,” says Jeffries. But some organizations expanded their use, using story points...

 OKRs Examples for Software Companies
 June 20, 2022Introduction Objective and Key Results (OKRs) were first implemented by Andy Grove at Intel in the 1970s. John Doerr, who had worked at Intel, brought OKRs to Google in 1999, where they helped fuel massive growth and raise employee morale. Since then, OKRs have become the choice goal-setting method for digital natives and traditional businesses...
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